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Multi-award-winning air circulation 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Normal price: R 3249
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Price: R 3199

Ask a question 

ManufacturerMeaco 

Description 

MeacoFan 1056 Air Circulator

Stuff Magazine - "This is the sliced bread of home fans."
Good Housekeeping Tried and Tested 2019
Quiet Mark Award 2019
T3 review "arguably the greatest fan ever invented..."
Remote Control
Superior DC technology fan
Very, very quiet fan from just 20dB
Very, very energy efficient from just 9 watts
Bounces air off walls and ceilings for even cooling
Two year parts and labour warranty

Stuff Magazine calls it "A breath of fresh air" and wrote "It will make every other fan you've ever owned feel inadequate. Usually with a desk fan
there's some element of discomfort - either it's blowing too hard, it's too loud or it's too focused on one spot... The Meaco MeacoFan 1056's
oscillation options, large airflow and general silence - even at full clip - avoid every one of these pitfalls. This is the sliced bread of home fans. "

T3 Magazine says - "UK based Meaco is best known for its range of excellent dehumidifiers. Well here’s the result of its first attempt at making
a bog standard fan – and it’s bloody brilliant... The bods at Meaco have clearly thought this one through and created what is arguably the
greatest fan ever invented at a price that is ridiculously cheap. Go forth and buy, like now, while it’s still hot enough to melt the skin off a
chicken."

Ideal Home says - "Despite all this power the fan is near silent yet manages to offer near-360-degrees of air circulation, even when placed out of
the way against a wall. By using both the vertical and horizontal oscillation you find that air is pushed off all the walls and even the ceiling so the
entire room feels refreshed... Somehow this beautiful beast also manages to remain cheap to run making it one of the best room cooling options
out there right now, especially at that affordable-for-what-you-get price."

The Metro Newspaper says - "Meaco Meaco Fan which is quickly becoming a rising star in the world of cool."

Trusted Reviews says - "If you want something that can shift a lot of air, circulating a stuffy room for better all-round cooling, the Meaco
MeacoFan 1056 Air Circulator is a great choice."

A Quiet Bedroom / Desk Fan with a Remote Control
If you want a quiet fan for the bedroom to help you sleep at night then this is the right fan for you because its noise level starts from just 20dB.
You can have absolute confidence that this is a quiet desk fan because it has been awarded the prestigious Quiet Mark award for low noise
products.

What is 20dB?
20dB is similar to a babbling brook, a whisper or some rustling leaves, in other words, very, very quiet.

Some customers want a fan that uses a light to provide a dim glow in the bedroom at night, others want no light at all. With the Multi Award
Winning MeacoFan you have the choice and can turn the lights on or off as you prefer.

Off Timer
Many people don’t want to wake up cold in the middle of the night, if that is you then use the Off Timer on the fan and the desk fan will turn off
after say three hours to ensure you don’t wake up feeling too cold.

The remote control makes operation from your bed nice and simple.

Whole Room Air Circulator
The Multi Award Winning Meaco Fan 1056 can move a huge amount of air around your room, 1056 cubic metres each hour to be precise. With
its multi directional oscillation it can move the air around the room bouncing the air off walls and ceilings keeping everyone in the room cool and
not just those in the direct flow of the fan’s air. Once the air starts to move you can turn the fan down and benefit from the cooling air flow
without having to have the fan on high speed. This is the ideal desk fan for your bedroom, family room, office or shop.
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Marketing Leading DC Technology
We have used DC technology before in our award winning Ultra Low Energy 25L dehumidifier so we know how good and reliable the technology
is. It has three major benefits;

• Low noise level
• Low running costs
• Longer lifespan

DC technology does push the cost up but it is worth it in return for the extra quality.

ECO Mode
Sometimes you can have too many options and you may prefer to press just one button and then forget all about it. Then ECO mode is made
for you and by pressing this button the fan will regulate its own performance depending on the room temperature. The higher the room
temperature the faster the fan speed.

Room Temperature Fan Speed
<23*C 2
23 to 25*C 4
25 to 27*C 6
27 to 29*C 8
29 to 31*C 9
31 to 33*C 10
>33*C 12

A thing of beauty
Why can’t a fan look nice? The Award Winning MeacoFan will complement and enhance any room and with its faux leather handle (suitable for
vegetarians) it is a pleasure to pick up and move. The fan head moves elegantly up and down, left and right as it moves the air around the room
and the magnetic remote control holder in the centre of the fan provides a neat solution to the age old problem of where to store your remote.

All Meaco products come with a two year parts and labour warranty, as well as the option of extending warranty to five years.

Brand Meaco
Power
Consumption

9.5 to 23.5
watts

Temperature
Operating
Conditions

+5°C to +35°C

Humidity
Operating
Conditions

Non-
condensing

Remote
Control

Yes

Noise Level 20 to 60dB
Fan Motor
Type

Low Energy
DC

Maximum Air
Flow

1056m³/hour

Oscillation
Swing Angles

60° up and
80° left

Power Supply 220 - 240V /
50Hz

Dimensions
(HWD) mm

403 x 285 x
305

Weight 3.2 kgs

 

Reviews

Write a review for this product & receive a free discount coupon as well as access to exclusive member content. Please register or login to write
your review. 
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